Sights for
Long Range
Sharps Rifles
&
Target Rifles
Soule Long Range Vernier Tang
Sight for 1874 Sharps
and similiar rifles,
by Davide Pedersoli:
Pedersoli’s Soule long range tang
sight has three mounting holes in the
base, to fit most popular black powder rifles. The front hole is elongated
to fit other brands of rifles which may
have different hole spacing.
Supplied with four sight mounting
screws, two are special 10-28 Sharps
thread used on Sharps rifles, antique
or replicas by C. Sharps, Shiloh, Garrett, Pedersoli, and others. Two metric
4mm screws fit other popular rifles by
Pedersoli, EMF, Pedretti, IAB, Uberti,
SILE, Powder River, and many other
replica rifles made in Italy.
Over 7” tall, this sight has 4” of
elevation, for extreme long range.
#RS-DP-Soule-4
$293.99
long rang Soule tang sight
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Knurled Globe Sight, with 12 inserts....................... #FS-Sharps-1
This clever globe front sight is slotted to accept Pedersoli Sharps
sight inserts, but does not use a retaining spring. Loosen the knurled
rear ring one turn, to insert one of the twelve sight inserts, included.
Made in Italy by Davide Pedersoli, blued steel, the .382” dovetail
base is slightly larger than a .375” standard dovetail, for a snug fit.
It will not fit the larger slots on Shiloh, C. Sharps, or antique Sharps
rifles. The oversize .382” dovetail base is .083” deep, .651” wide, with
a direction arrow on the underside, to ease installation. Ring to rear.
#FS-Sharps-1
Globe sight, includes 12 inserts
$44.99
#FS-DP-Inserts
Globe sight inserts, set of 12
$15.99

side view
end view, with post insert
#FS-Sharps-1	  Globe sight, knurled ring, with 12 inserts $44.99

Spirit Level Vial............................................................#FS-Vial-220
Build your own spirit level front sight, or dovetail insert, using our
precision .220” diameter glass vial, with clear liquid and a fast bubble.
Colors can be simulated by applying ink or colored foil under vial.
#FS-Vial-220
Spirit level vial, .220”, glass
$ 2.99

#FS-DP-Inserts
Sharps front sight inserts
by Davide Pedersoli
$15.99

side view
#FS-Sharps-2

end view  	
set of 18 inserts
Sharps front sight, with 18 inserts
$54.99

Sharps Globe Front Sight, with 18 inserts.............. #FS-Sharps-2
This blued steel globe front sight is slotted to accept Pedersoli
Sharps sight inserts. Rotate the upper retaining spring to insert one
of e
 ighteen sight inserts, included with each sight.
Made in Italy, by Pedersoli, the .382” dovetail base is slightly larger
than a 3/8” standard dovetail, for a snug fit. It will not fit the larger .438”
original Sharps, or .450” Shiloh or 1874 C. Sharps rifle. It will fit the
1875 C. Sharps, High Wall, Uberti rifles, and others with a 3/8” slot.
The oversize .382” dovetail is .098” deep, .575” wide at center.
#FS-Sharps-2 Sharps globe sight, with 18 inserts
$54.99
#FS-Insert-18 Sharps sight inserts, 18, by Pedersoli
$15.99
Sharps Sight Inserts, set of 12, by Pedersoli....... #FS-DP-Inserts
We offer this set of twelve inserts separately, for C. Sharps, Shiloh,
Montana Vintage Arms, and other famous brands. These thin inserts
will not fill the Axtell insert slot, nor fit sights made in the Ukraine.
#FS-DP-Inserts Sharps sight inserts, set of 12, Pedersoli $15.99

#RS-DP-Soule-4
Soule Long Range Tang Sight
by Davide pedersoli
$293.99
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